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A gang of bank robbers with a suitcase full of money go to the desert to hide out. After burying the
loot, they find their way to a surreal town full of cowboys who drink an awful lot of coffee. The
townspeople are hostile to the outsiders at first, but seem to accept them once they've killed a
couple of people. After a while, a mysterious man named Dade arrives, who seems to have
unpleasant business to settle with the robbers. A free-for-all shoot-em-up ensues. Cox doesn't go for
the obvious jokes in this bizarre send-up of the spaghetti Western, Peckinpah-esque genre. I believe
it's just incredibly funny even if you don't know who the players are. In any case, what's appealing to
me is the over-the-top visuals and violence while the jokes regarding the idiom itself aren't the usual
"stinking badges" or eyes looking around ones. Instead Cox has fun with the strange aggressive
sexual tension of the idiom and the amorality it tried to represent. This movie has nothing to do with
logic or storytelling. It's about style, surreal atmospherics, and a unique sense of humor. Anyone who
judges this film based on standard film criteria is completely missing the point. 646f9e108c 
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